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ERP Configuration Lecture Questionnaire
Path Question Answer

* What is the nature of the organisation?

*

*
* What is the name of the organisation or group to which this entity belongs ?
* What is the main country of the organisation or group to which this entity belongs?
* How many employees or permanent staff does the organisation or group to which this entity belongs have?
* What is the number of people working only occasionally for the organisation or group to which this entity belongs?
* How many offices, stores or factories does the organisation or group to which this entity belongs have?

* What is the name of the implementation field, e.g. the entity for which the ERP is to be implemented?
* What is the country of the implementation field?
* How many employees or permanent staff does the organisation or group to which this entity belongs have?
* What is the number of people working only occasionally for the implementation field?
* How many offices, stores or factories does the implementation field have?
* What does the implementation field sell, offer or produce?
* What does the implementation field purchase, recycle, receives or uses?
* Who are the contacts of the implementation field? 
* What are the typical skills and initial training of the staff?

*

*

*
* Explain what the organisation expects from an ERP as 1st priority to improve its own management?
* Please explain why the 1st expectation will improve your business.
* Explain what the organisation expects from an ERP as 2nd priority to improve its own management?

Please explain why the 2nd expectation will improve your business.
* Explain what the organisation expects from an ERP as 3rd priority to improve its own management?
* Please explain why the 3rd expectation will improve your business.
* What is the social form of the organisation?
* Do your contacts require you to print labels with specific information on the parcels you are shipping?
* Are all your employees working at the same building?
* Is your company an e-commerce company or a company which sells products through a web site?
* Is it OK, if all users of the ERP have access to all documents?

*
* Do you need to access your ERP system outside of your compoany's sites?
* How many people will use the ERP?
* Please describe who will use the ERP.
* Will there be more than one sales agent using the ERP?

* Should one sales agent be able to see the information of another sales agent?
* Please explain in which case one sales agent should be able to see the information of another sales agent.

* Does your company ship products to clients?

*
* How does the picking process work at the shipment warehouse?
* Does your company have to handle returned goods?

* What kind of clients does the company have?
* Do you have profit / and loss analysis per division or business unit in your comany?
* Do you have reliable internet connections at all of your company's sites that need access to the ERP system?
* Does the entity for which the ERP is to be implemented have any subsidiaries itself?
* Do you need budget accounting?

* What are the dimensions of your budget?

*
* Does your organisation have any retail store?
* Who has acces to commercial accounting?
* Do you have a distribution channel based on resellers?

* Do your distributors need to use the same application as you use?
* Do you sometimes issue press campaigns?
* Do you have to contact many journalists, media or other opinion-makers ?

*

*
* Do you have a contact database of journalists, media  or other opinion-makers?
* Do you issue press release and contact journalists by yourself ?
* Do you need to organize conferences or large meetings ?
* Do you need to keep a documentation about products you sell?

* Do you need to keep the documentation in multiple languages ?
* Do you need to keep product description or name in multiple languages ?
* Is there any product which you sell using different units (ex. kg or l ) ?

*
* Do you need to keep accounting of different companies of yours in the same system ?
* Are the people who receive payment orders at the same place as those who post accounting transactions?

* Do people who process payments need a copy of the 'payment request' (e.g. invoice paper) sent by the supplier ?
* Is it possible to implement the worklfow of validating payment requests without having a copy of payment request documents such as invoice?

*
* Do you need to keep track of government subisidies in the accounting ?
* Do you need to keep track of R&D effort for tax reporting purpose ?

Is the entity for which the ERP is to be implemented  itself a subsidiary, branch or departement of a larger 
organisation?
The following questions are about the entity (eg. subsidiary, branch or department), for which the ERP should be 
implemented. We will refer to it as the 'organisation' or the 'implementation field'.

Please provide an example of management area or of business process which the organisation is handling in a way 
which it considers itself as being good or successful. Explain what reasons make his business process or business 
area successful.
Please provide an example of management area or of business process which the organisation is handling in a way 
which it considers itself as being poor or wrong, and which could be improved. Explain from what point of view the 
management area or business process is currently not well implemented.
Now we are going to ask you three improvements (each one in a separate question) that you expect from an ERP for 
your business. These improvements might be or might be not related to the previous question about the bad business 
process. Please first write about the improvement with the highest priority. This should usually be the improvement 
which would lead to the highest return of investment for your company.

Is it absolutely required to have all your data on your own server - even if it would drastically increase the cost and 
effort of your ERP implementation?

Whenever you package products before shipping them to a customer, can the customer customize the packaging? In 
other words, can the customer define how they want the package to be made?

Whenever you received a parcel with goods you purchased, does your company have a formal quality assurance step 
where you inspect goods in detail or even test them before validating the reception of goods or do you simply count 
goods and make sure they are the same ones as those which were ordered?

Is your process to hire new staff formalized with defined steps and reports about hiring meetings, assessments 
questionnaires and tests?
Please explain, how your process to hire new staff is formalized. Explain steps in the process, like hiring meetings, 
assessments, questionnaires and tests as well as the used reports.

Do you sell products using the same unit  as the stock keep unit (SKU) or do you sometimes need to sell products 
using another unit than the SKU ?

Is it useful to implement the worklfow of validating payment requests by digitizing payments documents even if 
digitization takes 5 minutes per document?
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* How many people can your company assign for the ERP5 implementation?
* Your company is a production company?

* Do you really need to compute production cost (ie. the cost of producing goods based on their BOM) ?

*
* How do you calculate the standard cost of a component ?
* How do you calculate the standard cost of an operation ?

* Do you need to sell the same product under different brands ?
* Do you need to check the identity of a client before validating a sales order?

* Is it possible to ship goods to a different address or organisation than the one registered for a given client ?
* Do you have only one supplier for every product or component you purchase ?
* Do you need to compute project cost ?

* If project cost is based on the time and material used, how do you assign a cost to time and material ?
* How do you think knowing project cost will help finishing the project ?
* How do you think knowing previous project costs can help in the future ?

How do you calculate production cost (prix de fabrication): in addition to standard cost of components and operations, 
what do you add ?
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